
Networking: Connection trumps Connectivity 

Can you go through one day without checking at least one of your social media accounts? Technology 

has provided a wealth of personalised information at our finger tips.  Information on “friends” moods, 

opinions, designer dinners or posed selfies can be viewed, commented on, shared, liked and more. 

What is the value of the experience of connectivity via social media versus the value of face to face 

connection with a friend or loved one? Does liking someone else’s holiday photos and tweets allow 

you to experience the same feeling as a warm embrace, words of encouragement or a simple smile? 

Social media allows us to always be connected with a vast and busy world, personally and 

professionally through connectivity but engagement allows us to form lasting connections. Yet when 

we engage with people in face to face networking events, why do we feel further away from the 

connection?  

Networking is for sales people and CEO’s 

While exploring the art of networking with friends and family, a common misperception we 

encountered is that networking is a skill for sales people or CEO’s who have a product or service to 

sell. What we have learnt is that in unpredictable economic conditions the best product to sell is your 

personal brand and skills offering. Everyone’s buying and everyone’s selling. 

“Your SMILE is your LOGO, your PERSONALITY is your BUSINESS CARD, how you leave others 

feeling after an experience with you becomes your TRADEMARK” Jay Danzie 

It is essential that we believe in our products and understand why everyone would want to buy our 

personal brand. In a competitive market customers are probably not going to come looking for you, 

especially in the information overload of the internet, you need to put yourself in front of them. We 

have learnt that by making our offering clear, personal and unforgettable, we can differentiate our 

networking conversations and then follow it up with connectivity. People will always remember how 

you made them feel, made them laugh, empowered them to feel more confident or helped diffused 

that tricky confrontation.  

Always remember, you are your own brand. 

Talk to anyone who will listen: Every friend was once a stranger 

Take a moment to think about friends and colleagues who have made significant positive contributions 

to your life; helped you grow personally and professionally. At the first moment when you met, did 

you know what benefit they would add to your life? As entrepreneurs we quickly realised meeting 

anyone new provides the opportunity to enrich our lives with other’s learnings, experiences and 



network. In order for us to grow, we need to challenge our experiences and our limits, even if that 

means introducing yourself first to a stranger at an event. At best you make a new friend and at worst 

you gain a new perspective or opinion.  

Make a connection 

Walking up to a stranger and introducing yourself is often a terrifying experience and enough to 

discourage anyone from networking. Our trick is to recognise what we have in common with the 

person we are approaching. Something brought you both to the same place at the same time. It could 

be a common interest or physical location. Reliable conversation starters are “How did you hear about 

this event?” or “What are you hoping to get from today?” This allows us to establish a common 

connection we may share or find understanding in different perspectives. Based on initial comments 

we then lead the conversation to getting to know them and identifying opportunities to establish or 

strengthen connections.  

Talk about your business and ideas  

Almost everything needs light to grow including business and ideas. We have noticed that many 

people are afraid to talk about their business ideas in fear of criticism or competition but if you don’t 

share your ideas with the world, through marketing, sales or collaboration your business cannot grow. 

The stranger standing across from you has their own ideas and experiences and therefore probably 

does not have the same interpretation of your idea or how it should be realised. An open conversation 

with someone new allows you to clarify your offering, what differentiates you, and consider 

improvements. Unfortunately, no idea is safe from being replicated. The trick to protecting your idea 

is to ensure your offering continuously meets the changing needs of your customers and maintains 

differentiating qualities not only from competing products but from everything on sale. 

Using Connectivity to support connections 

Walking away from a networking event we are excited, inspired and armed with a pile of business 

cards and names of potential connections. Unfortunately, the pressure of our busy lives usually means 

these business cards end up in bottom draw, forgotten. This is where social media provides the most 

value to our connections. After attending a networking session or social events we schedule time to 

follow up on the connections we made via email, LinkedIn or any other platform available. When 

connecting we aim to personalise the message to the recipient, provide our contact details and if 

needed set a follow up engagement as soon as possible. Without the follow up the networking session 

was just a social event with little return.  



In addition to using the event for network, look for opportunities to inspire others with what you 

learnt from the event. Use this information to reconnect with contacts from the past via email; 

LinkedIn or any other means and carry on the conversations in new contexts. Share the knowledge as 

soon as possible to maintain that positive momentum. Considering inviting business associates to join 

you at the next networking event. Giving them an opportunity to learn and network and providing you 

an opportunity to watch how others network.  

Connectivity cushions rejection 

The fear and uneasiness of rejection often prevents us from networking or meeting new people. 

Rejection of a friend request or an ignored email feels less personal and condemning than a face to 

face rejection. Use these channels to research the potential connection and plan your engagement 

strategy. Although personal engagement is invaluable, connectivity is a powerful tool to slowly build 

trust and maintain continuous interaction.  

There is a wealth of advice and information to optimise technology to support networking which may 

be overwhelming and unnatural. The secret is to develop a strategy that suits you and your audience. 

Use social media before meeting a potential client to understand their hobbies and interests or after 

meeting a client to support future engagements. Connectivity and connection are both valuable tools, 

develop the mix that works best for you, and your brand.  
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